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6-2 volleyball rotation sheet

Check out the lineup for a 6-2 volleyball rotation. Examine the placements and running routes of players in volleyball 6 for 2 rotations. Here's the main line up 6 2 volleyball rotation: Line Up Abbreviations These abbreviations will help you understand the line up on the sheets below: Setter 1 - S1 Setter 2 -
S2 Middle Blocker Back Row / Libero - MB / L Outside Hitter - OH Middle Blocker Front Row - MB Right Side Hitter - RH Setter Front Row is often replaced by an offensive player. We celebrate setters S1 and S2 in all rotations, so it's easier to understand their views on the court. The next picture is a
basic starting serve to get the line up for a 6-2 offense. The setter is in the right rear position. Another setter, S2 (or hitter, if substituted) plays left in the front position. This image is to earn getting the line up when the back row setter is in the center back position of a 6-2 volleyball offense. The second
host, S2 (or the replacement striker), shall be located at the front in the middle position and shall, if necessary, switch to the correct front position. The picture is a basic serve to get in line when the back row setter is in the left-back position of the 6-2 offensive rotation. The second setter (or battered when
it is replaced) is in the right front position. The main starting point to get the line up when the setter (S2) is right back position 6-2 in the volleyball rotation. The second setter (S) is in the front left position. In this formation, the front-row setter is one of the primary passers. The second option is to pull the
outside hitter (OH) from the right-front position forward ball and the setter pulls all the way to the left, leaving the left side of the court with RH and MB/L. The next image is to earn getting the line up when the back row setter is in the center back position for a 6-2 offense. The other masseur is on the front.
Another setter (S2) in position 5 - Line Up Next image is to earn getting the line up when the back row setter is in the left back position of a 6-2 offense. The second masseur is in the right front position. In this picture, the front row setter (or hitter, if the setter is replaced) does not earn the ball. As
mentioned above, rotation can be formed in several ways – this is not the only way to do this. A coach can, for example, make a better front-door first pass. The most common rotational defect in this position: a joint rotating failure in this situation occurs when the RH is not in front of the OH service at the
moment. RH must be closer to the net than OH (because RH is the middle front player and OH is the average backplayer.) Of course, the front-row player must be closer to the net. Also MB must be closer to the net than S2 (because MB is the left front player and S2 is the left back of the player.) Learn
how to win more points by following examples of these rules in volleyball [?] Subscribe to this site feed join our friends list! Get Monthly Training Tips. Get Access Member Section and Mini-Ebook Spike Secrets Right Now. Join us on Facebook, Twitter.. If you are a new coach, you have probably heard
the terms 6-2, 5-1, 6-3 etc... And if you're like most new coaches (and most new volleyball players), you probably thought to yourself, um.... What's 6-2? These are all the conditions of offensive systems that sounds scary at first, but are quite simple ... Afterwards, you'll understand what the conditions
mean. Today I'm going to break a 6-2 offensive system for you, which is basically a fancy way to tell what your players are doing when they stand in different places on the court. Since it's quite a difficult concept to understand through words alone, I've created some pictures (which I shared on the
Instagram account @getthepancake) and share them here! Click through and read your paces in the explanation, and then we'll dive into a few more details after you've done it. 6-2 is one of the most common offensive systems in use today, right next to 5-1. 6-2 has a ton of benefits that make it one of the
most popular options: Players didn't specialize as much as they do at 5-1. It's discussed more than 5-1 is covered, but since you give your setters (in some cases) a chance to hit the front row, you don't pigeonhole your players only by practicing one great skill. Game time is easier to balance. With younger
teams or teams focusing on more playing time, the 6-2 options are more frequent, allowing more players to get on the court. Once your players understand Rotations 1, 2 and 3, they basically report rotation's 4, 5 and 6. It's useful for younger teams who struggle to even remember to run their base
position, let alone where to stand on the court at different times. If no one remembers, it's likely that a teammate will notice and be able to help them. It eases the coach's duties, too! You always have 3 hitters in the front row. Other offensive systems sometimes eliminate the hitter (because they have a
device), which makes it much easier for your opponent to prepare for their attack. With three hitters, your opponents can't finish their hit early. You're not intense enough to pick long setters. The height (usually) is in the front row (ok, that's the range, but... height usually helps that.) With your setter coming
from the back row 6-2, you don't have to choose someone to set who is also height. You still need a player who is able to contribute to the defense, but fortunately the height is less relevant there. Although 6-2 is one of my favorite systems, it does not come without its drawbacks ... Here are a few cons to
use 6-2 system: Your setter can't attack the front row. This allows your opponent to focus on reading hitters instead of worrying about the attack setter. It's a small drawback, but if you have a talented setter who can also attack a deceptive way on the second ball, you lose that chance 6-2.Your setter can't
block the front row. It's okay. However, when the ball goes over the net quickly, sometimes young and inexperienced players jump up to the block immediately out of the reflex. This will result in a violation and a loss point when it happens, so be sure to train your setter on what they can and can't do in the
front row. It's very common, so maybe teams are familiar with playing against it. Other teams can easily exploit weaknesses because they feel it, giving you a competitive advantage. No matter what offensive system you chose, it's best to teach your team your rotation at the start. Many teams focus too
much on basic skills in practice (how to hit, how to pass, etc.), but when it comes to game time, when your players don't know where to stand, none of that matters! Whitney Bartiuk is the creator of Get Pancake, a website for volleyball coaches. What started as a fun party project in 2011 grew into his life's
mission... Helping volleyball coaches educate themselves and improve their coaching skills, in turn helping young volleyball players is a transformative experience on the field. Originally a place to share fun volleyball exercises, Get Pancake is now an ever-expanding educational material for volleyball
coaches. This includes original volleyball exercises, articles on coaching philosophy, a volleyball podcast and digital downloads to help coaches raise their game. I love sports volleyball and enjoy sharing strategies to help teams win. What's a 6-2 offense? One of the most popular offenses in volleyball is
6-2. That's when you have six hitters (two on the outside, two centerpieces and two right-side hitters) and two setters. The Setters will be replaced out when they go to the front row, and the right side of the hitter will replace them. While just over half of the game is spent on the transition, the second half
spent earning a gain. This article is looking to provide simple formations for a team running a 6-2 offense. In all photographs, the front row players are highlighted in red to make them stand out. Turning 1First, we started our launch house 1. For the purposes of this Article, we have an outside hitter after a
setter (the following means that they would be the next server after setter). We also expect libero to go to the center of the rebound. Most teams try to pass both outside hitters and libero, and our patterns reflect that. There will be some rotations if we can use get by having the right side of the hitter as a
passing option, and they are shown. In Rotation 1, we drop the front row outside hitter (OH1) back on to Libero and another outside hitter (OH2). It forces our players to hit out of position to earn a serve (right side hitter hits left and left side hitter hits from right side to first play). Rotation 1 Rotation 1 and 4
Alternative formations There are two rather common alternative rotations in the first rotation. On the left side of the photo above, it's called stacking. That's when you bring your front-row outside hitter to the left side to pass. This allows the average hitter (MH2) and the outside hitter (OH1) to hit their normal
positions. The right-side hitter (RSH) will need to hit something outside their norm range (combination of center hitter, slide, or 3-1), or they can race across the court because serve is an air hit from the right side. In the second alternative, you can push the outside hitter (OH1) up and drop the right-side
hitter back and serve. Both players hit out of position first in attack and then you can switch after the ball goes over. Rotation 1 and 4 Alternative formationsRotation 2 Rotation 2, front row outside hitter (OH2) falls back and pass, while the setter pushes up behind the right side of the hitter. Usually the
middle hitter (MH2) and the right side of the turns spots serve are in the air so that all three players attack their preferred spots of offense. Rotation 2 provides the most common overlap of 5-1 to earn to gain configurations. While the right-side hitter (RSH) is encouraged to go right to try to get out of the
way and closer to the right side of the attack, it is imperative that the setter stays between libero and back row outside (OH1). The setter tends to drift to the right side and ends up overlapping the back row outside the hitter (OH1). Stress setter that they just have to stay behind the right side of the hitter
(RSH) and don't need to move left or right with them. Rotation 2Rotation 3 Rotating 3 falls back to the front row outside the batter (OH2) to pass. Setter pushes into the middle of the front row (MH1). One thing to emphasize to the setter is that they can move all the way across to be just a left back row
outside the hitter (OH1), but to emphasize that they still have to stay behind the front row of the middle hitter. Rotation 3Roment 3 and 6 Alternate Formation Rotation 3, one simple change is to leave the front row outside the hitter's three-meter line (10 lines in America) and drop the front row on the right
side of the hitter's back pass. One difference to emphasize setter is that they must remain left as a traditional composition, where both The hitters are back passing. Rotation 3 and 6 Alternative Formationrotation 4Rotation 4 is the opposite of Rotation 1,new setter and new right-side hitter. There's a
double substitute in each of the three rotations, unless of course you have a setter who is also a good hitter. Then you only need to replace one setter for the right side of the hitter. If you have two setters that can attack, you may not even need to be replaced. The same alternative revolutions that you
have in rotation one also applies to rotation 4.Rotation 4Roation 5T% like rotation 4, rotation 5 is mirror image rotation 2. That's one beauty in a 6-2 offense: Teams really only need to learn three different rotations, and they repeat them in each of the three rotations. Rotation 5Rotation 6Just as in the
previous two turns, rotation 6 mirrors rotation 3. There is also the same alternative option as rotation 3. After rotation 6, there will be another double substitution (setter1 and RSH1 coming back into the game). Rotation 6Int conclusionIf your team has two good setters, then a 6-2 offense could be the best
for you. If they can also be hit, you may be able to save replacements. But either way, your team only needs to learn and practice in three different rotations. Good luck! Questions and AnswersQuestion question: Playing volleyball and 5-1 offensive where is the libro position? Answer: It really depends on
who you put libero for. Some use them in their middle, others use the outside. Traditionally, Libeero plays either left or center back when the setter defends from right back, or there's a right-hand back line hitter option from right to back. Question: Why do you call a Middle Hitter as 2 and then the next
rotation of a Middle Hitter called 1? Answer: Volleyball has two middle hitters who play three front-row rotations. It is likely that another mid-hitter turned the front row and MH1 went to the back row.Commentsjoscelyn vazquez on September 09, 2020:6 people on either side of JOC (author) in Syracuse,
N.Y. on October 03, 2019:Happy to be able to help! Andrew on October 03, 2019: Thanks for sharing your wealth of knowledge. Your summaries are the best I've found. clear, concise and informative. This information has helped my team develop and refine our crime. Cheers Cheers
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